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a b s t r a c t 

Network virtualization is a promising approach for virtual network operators to configure their own inter- 

cloud networks flexibly on an inter-cloud substrate network. Virtual network operators specify multiple 

priority classes in order to satisfy different latency requirements for their inter-cloud network services 

with a variety of delay-sensitivities on their virtual networks. Furthermore, they may require substrate 

resource sharing among multiple priority classes in order to reduce the amount of substrate resources as- 

signed to them. Meanwhile, it is desirable for a substrate network provider that multiple virtual networks 

can share substrate resources since the total amount of substrate resources required can be reduced due 

to the effect of statistical multiplexing. This paper formulates a novel virtual network embedding problem 

and proposes a heuristic virtual network embedding method to minimize the total substrate resources 

required when the virtual network operators request substrate resource sharing among multiple priority 

classes within their virtual networks. Based on the proposed method, multiple virtual networks can max- 

imally share substrate resources with one another while sharing substrate resources on an equal basis. 

The effect of substrate resource sharing among multiple priority classes and multiple virtual networks is 

quantitatively assessed through extensive simulations, and advantageous topologies for requested virtual 

networks and substrate networks are also presented. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Network virtualization is a promising approach to mitigate the

rigidity of the current Internet [1–3] . It allows virtual network op-

erators to configure their own inter-cloud networks flexibly on a

substrate network connecting multiple cloud systems. Each virtual

network operator can provide its inter-cloud network service us-

ing the virtual network composed of virtually isolated substrate re-

sources. The virtual network operators may prepare multiple types

of inter-cloud network services with different delay-sensitivities si-

multaneously on their virtual networks. Aiming to satisfy differ-

ent latency requirements for the inter-cloud network services, the

virtual network operators specify multiple priority classes for data

transfer via virtual links and service processing on virtual nodes

within their virtual networks. Furthermore, the virtual network op-

erators may require substrate resource sharing among the multiple
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riority classes in order to utilize efficiently the substrate resources

ssigned to them. 

One of the significant problems for a substrate network

rovider is how to embed the requested virtual networks into

he substrate network, and a variety of virtual network embed-

ing (VNE) methods have been proposed [4–20] . However, these

ethods do not take into consideration substrate resource shar-

ng among the multiple priority classes within each of the re-

uested virtual networks. Furthermore, if multiple virtual network

perators that require substrate resource sharing among their dif-

erent priority classes can share substrate resources fairly, the to-

al required amount of substrate resources can be reduced due to

he effect of statistical multiplexing among multiple virtual net-

orks. Addressing the above, this paper mathematically formulates

 novel VNE problem and proposes a heuristic VNE method in or-

er to minimize the total amount of substrate resources required

hen each virtual network operator needs to share substrate re-

ources among multiple priority classes. 

First, this paper presents a model to quantify the amount of

ubstrate resources required while considering different latency re-

uirements for multiple priority classes and the effect of statis-

ical multiplexing. This paper also examines the condition where
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he substrate resources can be shared fairly among multiple vir-

ual networks. Based on the above consideration, this paper for-

ulates a VNE problem using an integer programming model. To

olve the formulated VNE problem efficiently, this paper proposes

 heuristic VNE method to minimize the total amount of substrate

esources required. The proposed method can maximize fair sub-

trate resource sharing among multiple virtual network operators.

imulation results demonstrate that the proposed heuristic method

an efficiently achieve sub-optimum VNE satisfying the above con-

ition. 

Section 2 explains related work as the background of this pa-

er. Section 3 illustrates the considered VNE problem. Section

 proposes a heuristic VNE method to solve the above problem.

ection 5 presents several results of simulation experiments. Fi-

ally, Section 6 concludes this paper. 

. Related work on virtual network embedding 

Generally, the virtual network embedding (VNE) problem can

e formulated using the integer programming model. Since the

NE problem is NP -hard, a variety of heuristic methods have been

roposed [4] . Most of these heuristic methods solve the virtual

ode and virtual link assignment separately. First, each virtual

ode is assigned to a substrate node using the heuristics related to

he resource utilization and topology information around each sub-

trate node [5–10] . Although each virtual link is generally assigned

o the shortest substrate path between a pair of substrate nodes

o which the virtual nodes are assigned, a virtual link may be as-

igned to multiple substrate paths by solving the multi-commodity

ow problem [11,12] . In contrast, several heuristic methods as-

ign the virtual node and virtual link simultaneously. Coordina-

ion between the virtual node and virtual link assignment was

ttempted by relaxing the integer programming model [12] and

sing the heuristics derived from the overall topology of the vir-

ual and substrate networks [13,14] . Each virtual node is progres-

ively assigned together with its incident virtual links according

o the residual substrate node capacity and residual substrate link

andwidth [15] . Each virtual node may be assigned to multiple

ubstrate nodes [16] . A formula using the integer programming

odel was also devised to solve the VNE problem efficiently [17] .

ecently, several heuristic VNE methods over elastic optical net-

orks have been proposed [18] . A reliable virtual network design

ethod and VNE method to survive a facility node failure have

lso been proposed [19] . An energy efficient VNE method for cloud

omputing was formulated using a mixed integer programming

odel [20] . 

Zhang et al. [7,8] have considered substrate resource sharing

mong multiple virtual networks. However, their method only con-

iders substrate resource sharing within the same priority class

nd does not consider sharing among different priority classes

hile at the same time satisfying the different latency require-

ents. Thus, the method cannot be applied to the VNE problem

here substrate resource sharing among multiple priority classes

s required within each requested virtual network. This paper pro-

oses a heuristic VNE method to minimize the required amount of

ubstrate resources due to fair substrate resource sharing among

ultiple virtual networks, while considering the existence of mul-

iple priority classes that share the substrate resources with one

nother within each virtual network. Since substrate resource shar-

ng among multiple virtual networks is expected to occur on the

ubstrate link bandwidth more frequently, the proposed heuris-

ic method prioritizes virtual link assignment rather than virtual

ode assignment, in contrast to most of the existing heuristic

ethods. 
. Virtual network embedding problem 

This section explains the virtual network embedding (VNE)

roblem discussed in this paper. First, the considered model for

he requested virtual networks is presented. A model to quantify

he required amount of substrate resources and the effect of sta-

istical multiplexing caused by substrate resource sharing is shown,

nd the condition whereby substrate resources can be shared fairly

mong multiple virtual networks is clarified. Finally, the consid-

red VNE problem is formulated using an integer programming

odel. 

.1. Virtual network model 

The inter-cloud substrate network is composed of multiple sub-

trate nodes, i.e., cloud systems, and substrate links connecting

 pair of substrate nodes, i.e., inter-cloud links. Here, each cloud

ystem represents a datacenter composed of multiple servers or

 network function virtualization infrastructure point of presence

NFVI-PoP) [21] . This means that each substrate node also involves

witching nodes and each substrate link connects a pair of switch-

ng nodes involved in a pair of substrate nodes. Multiple virtual

etwork operators request VNE in order to provide their inter-

loud network services on their virtual networks. Each virtual net-

ork operator also specifies an appropriate priority class for each

ype of the inter-cloud network service with different delay sensi-

ivities. Thus, each virtual network request includes the following

pecification. 

1) Topology of the virtual network; 

2) Priority class that each virtual link belongs to; 

The topology of the virtual network indicates a set of virtual

inks that connect pairs of virtual nodes. The priority class to

hich each virtual link belongs indicates the priority class for data

ransfer through the virtual link. A pair of service components is

ssigned to two virtual nodes terminating each virtual link. The

air of service components belongs to the same priority class as

he corresponding virtual link and is executed on the two virtual

odes according to the specified priority class. This means that

ach virtual link and pair of service components at both ends of

he virtual link comprise one module of inter-cloud network ser-

ices, for which a priority class is specified. 

When the requested virtual networks are embedded into the

ubstrate network, the substrate nodes to which each virtual node

an be assigned may be restricted due to the latency constraint

n the end terminals to access the nearby virtual nodes [12] . This

aper assumes that each virtual node is assigned to the specified

entral substrate node or one of the substrate nodes adjacent to

he central substrate node. Two virtual nodes in a virtual network

annot be assigned to an identical substrate node. Each virtual link

s assigned to one of the substrate paths connecting two substrate

odes to which a pair of virtual nodes terminating the virtual link

s assigned. This means that each virtual link may traverse multi-

le substrate links and multiple virtual links may traverse an iden-

ical substrate link. Multiple virtual links traversing an identical

ubstrate link are requested to share the substrate link bandwidth

ith each other. In the same way, multiple service components ex-

cuted on a virtual node are requested to share the substrate node

apacity assigned to the virtual node. 

Fig. 1 shows an example of VNE considered in this paper. Fig.

 (a) shows the virtual network to be embedded. The virtual net-

ork includes four virtual nodes and four virtual links. Two virtual

inks vl1 and vl4 belong to priority class pr1 and the other two

irtual links vl2 and vl3 belong to priority class pr2 . Fig. 1 (a) also

hows service components executed on each virtual node. For ex-

mple, virtual node vn6 executes one service component belonging
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Fig. 1. Considered virtual network embedding model. (a) Example of requested vir- 

tual network. (b) Example of substrate network. (c) Example of virtual network em- 

bedding. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 

Queuing delay for each traffic volume. 

Average traffic 

volume 

Value of k Amount of 

substrate 

resource 

Queuing delay 

T 1 =0.50 k 1 =1.061 B 1 =1.250 W 1 =0.267 

T 2 =0.50 k 2 =0.354 B 2 =0.750 W 2 =1.333 

T =1.00 k = 0.707 B = 1.707 W 1 =0.243 

W 2 =0.586 
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to priority class pr1 and two service components belonging to pri-

ority class pr2 . Fig. 1 (b) shows a substrate network into which the

virtual network is embedded. The substrate network includes eight

substrate nodes and twelve substrate links. In Fig. 1 , a common

number is attached to a virtual node and its central substrate node.

The central substrate nodes for virtual nodes vn1, vn2, vn3 , and vn6

are sn1, sn2, sn3 , and sn6 , respectively. Fig. 1 (c) shows an example

of VNE on the substrate network. In Fig. 1 (c), virtual nodes vn1,

vn2, vn3 , and vn6 are assigned to sn6, sn1, sn3 , and sn7 , respec-

tively. Each virtual node is assigned to its central substrate node or

one of the substrate nodes adjacent to the central substrate node.

In this VNE, virtual link vl3 traverses two substrate links sn7 - sn8

and sn8 - sn1 , and virtual link vl4 traverses two substrate links sn7 -

sn8 and sn8 - sn3 . This means that two virtual links vl3 and vl4 be-

longing to the different priority classes traverse a common sub-

strate link sn7 - sn8 and are requested to share the bandwidth of

substrate link sn7 - sn8 with each other. 

3.2. Model to assess required amount of substrate resource 

In this subsection, the required amount of substrate resources

is related to the specified priority classes and latency requirements

for the inter-cloud network services that the virtual network oper-

ators provide. The required amount of substrate resources is calcu-

lated using the following model while considering the effect of sta-

tistical multiplexing. First, the traffic volume in a virtual link and

a service component is denoted by the notation T . The traffic vol-

ume in a virtual link is equivalent to the data volume that the vir-

tual link conveys through the substrate links during a unit of time,

and the traffic volume in a service component is equivalent to the

work volume that the service component imposes on the substrate

node during a unit of time. The amount of substrate resource B as-

signed for a virtual link and a service component can be expressed

as follows [22,23] : 

B = T + kσ ( T ) (1)
In the above expression, the notations T and σ (T) indicate the

verage and standard deviation of the traffic volume T , respectively.

he first term in the above expression indicates the average part of

he amount of substrate resources, which cannot be shared with

ny other virtual links or service components. In contrast, the sec-

nd term indicates the deviation part, which can be shared with

ther virtual links or service components if necessary. 

The queuing delay of packets transferred through a virtual link

an be reduced as the substrate link bandwidth assigned for the

irtual link increases. Likewise, the queuing delay of transactions

o a service component decreases as the substrate node capacity

ssigned for the service component increases. This means that the

ncrease in the amount of substrate resources assigned can achieve

maller latency. Thus, a higher priority class is specified for inter-

loud network services with higher delay-sensitivity and a larger

alue of k is specified for the virtual links and service components

elonging to the higher priority class. Table 1 shows an example of

he queuing delay in two virtual links or service components be-

onging to different priority classes, which are calculated using an

/D/1 queuing model [24] . The traffic volumes in two virtual links

nd service components are denoted by the notations T i ( i = 1, 2),

espectively. Although the average traffic volumes T i ( i = 1, 2) are

dentical, different values of k i ( i = 1, 2) are specified for the two

irtual links or service components. Here, the variances in the traf-

c volumes σ 2 (Ti) ( i = 1, 2) are identical to the average traffic vol-

mes T i since the Poisson arrival process of the packets and trans-

ctions is assumed in Table 1 . As shown in Table 1 , the greater

alue of k reduces the queuing delay due to an increase in the as-

igned amount of substrate resources. 

The amount of substrate resources shared among multiple vir-

ual links and service components can be given as follows. When

he aggregated traffic volume in multiple virtual links and service

omponents is denoted by the notation T ( = �Ti), the average of

he aggregated traffic volume T is merely given by summing the

verage of the individual traffic volumes T i . The variance of the

ggregated traffic volume σ 2 (T) is given by summing the variance

f the individual traffic volumes σ 2 (Ti), when the traffic volume in

ach virtual link and service component is independent of the oth-

rs. Thus, the assigned amount of substrate resources for multiple

irtual links and multiple service components ( B ) can be approxi-

ated as follows when these virtual links and service components

hare the substrate resources: 

 = T + kσ ( T ) = 

∑ 

i 

T i + kσ ( 
∑ 

i 

T i ) 

∼= 

∑ 

i 

T i + k 

√ ∑ 

i 

σ 2 ( T i ) (2)

For example, the value of k is given by the average value of k i 
eighted by the average traffic volume T i as follows: 

 = 

∑ 

i 

ki T i / 
∑ 

i 

T i (3)

In contrast, the amount of substrate resources assigned to mul-

iple virtual links and service components ( B’ ) simply becomes the

otal sum of the amount of substrate resources required for each
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Fig. 2. Example of substrate link bandwidth sharing among multiple virtual net- 

works. (a) Multiple virtual links having high and low priorities traverse in vnet1 

and vnet2 . (b) Only high priority virtual links traverse in vnet1 and vnet2 . (c) Only 

low priority virtual links traverse in vnet1 and vnet2 . 
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irtual link and service component when substrate resource shar-

ng is not permitted: 

 

′ = 

∑ 

i 

T i + 

∑ 

i 

ki σ ( T i ) (4) 

Table 1 also shows the queuing delay when two virtual links

hat convey the traffic volumes T i ( i = 1, 2) share the substrate link

andwidth or two service components that impose the traffic vol-

mes T i ( i = 1, 2) share the substrate node capacity. The amount

f substrate resource B assigned to the two virtual links and two

ervice components is given by expressions ( 2 ) and ( 3 ). The queu-

ng delay for each of the traffic volumes W i ( i = 1, 2) is calculated

sing the M/D/1 HOL queuing model [24] . This means that the

wo types of traffic volumes in different priority classes utilize the

hared substrate resources according to the priority queuing disci-

line [25] . As shown in Table 1 , the queuing delay for each traffic

olume can be maintained due to the effect of statistical multi-

lexing although the total amount of substrate resources shared

etween the two virtual links and service components decreases. 

.3. Policy of fair substrate resource sharing 

Aiming to reduce the assigned amount of substrate resources,

ach virtual network operator prioritizes sharing of the substrate

esources among its multiple virtual links and service components.

ultiple virtual links traversing the same substrate link are re-

uired to share the substrate link bandwidth even if those multiple

irtual links belong to different priority classes. Likewise, multi-

le service components on the same virtual node are requested to

hare the substrate node capacity even when the multiple service

omponents belong to different priority classes. The utilization of

he substrate resources that multiple virtual links or service com-

onents share amongst each other can be scheduled on the basis

f the strict priority queuing mechanism [25] . 

If multiple virtual network operators can share substrate re-

ources, more efficient utilization of substrate resource can be

chieved. Fig. 2 schematically explains the policy of substrate link

andwidth sharing between two virtual networks vnet1 and vnet2 .

ig. 2 depicts a boundary between two regions as a solid line if

he substrate link bandwidth expressed by the two regions should

e isolated. In contrast, the boundary is a broken line if the sub-

trate link bandwidth expressed by the two regions can be shared

etween the two priority classes or the two virtual networks. In

ig. 2 (a), vnet1 and vnet2 include multiple virtual links of high and

ow priorities and the multiple virtual links share the substrate

ink bandwidth within each of vnet1 and vnet2 . If vnet1 and vnet2

hare the substrate link bandwidth between each other, the low

riority virtual link in vnet1 could be throttled to ensure small la-

ency for the high priority virtual link in vnet2 and vice versa, in

he event of congestion. From the perspective of fairness, each vir-

ual network operator prohibits its low priority virtual links from

eing sacrificed for high priority virtual links in the other virtual

etworks. This means that a virtual network, where virtual links
ncluded in multiple priority classes traverse the considered sub-

trate link, cannot share substrate link bandwidth with the other

irtual networks. 

Fig. 2 (b) shows a case where only high priority virtual links tra-

erse the considered substrate link in both vnet1 and vnet2 . Even if

net1 and vnet2 share the substrate link bandwidth, the unilateral

f sacrifice of virtual links in either vnet1 or vnet2 is prevented in

he event of congestion. Meanwhile, the substrate link bandwidth

ssigned for both vnet1 and vnet2 can be reduced due to the effect

f statistical multiplexing. Fig. 2 (c) shows a similar case where only

ow priority virtual links traverse the considered substrate link in

net1 and vnet2 . Even if vnet1 and vnet2 share the substrate link

andwidth, virtual links in neither vnet1 nor vnet2 are throttled

nilaterally in the event of congestion. Instead, the substrate link

andwidth assigned for vnet1 and vnet2 is utilized efficiently due

o the effect of statistical multiplexing. Each virtual network oper-

tor permits the substrate link bandwidth to be shared with the

ther operators on an equal basis. This means that multiple virtual

etworks, where only virtual links of the same priority traverse the

onsidered substrate link, can share the substrate link bandwidth. 

The same argument also holds for the substrate node capacity.

 virtual node that executes service components belonging to mul-

iple priority classes cannot share the substrate node capacity with

he other virtual nodes. In contrast, a virtual node that only exe-

utes service components in one priority class can share the sub-

trate node capacity with other virtual nodes that only executes

ervice components in the same priority class. Since most of the

irtual nodes execute service components belonging to multiple

riority classes, substrate resource sharing among multiple virtual

etworks is likely to occur on the substrate links rather than on

he substrate nodes. 

.4. Formulation of virtual network embedding problem 

The considered VNE problem minimizes the total amount of

ubstrate resources required after each of the requested virtual

etworks has been embedded. This means that the reassignment

f the existing virtual networks is not taken into account. The av-

rage amount of substrate resources assigned to each virtual net-

ork is also minimized by solving the considered VNE problem.

he considered VNE problem can be formulated using an integer

rogramming model as follows [4,7,12,17,19,20] . 

First, the substrate network is extended according to the con-

traint on the assignment of the virtual nodes to the substrate

odes. An extended node that represents each virtual node is

dded to the substrate network. Each extended node is connected

o its central substrate node and all the substrate nodes adjacent

o the central substrate node using extended links. In the extended

ubstrate network, each virtual link is established between a pair

f extended nodes that represent two virtual nodes terminating

he virtual link. The extended link traversed by virtual links indi-

ates the mapping of each virtual node to the substrate node. Two

xtended links starting from an identical extended node cannot be

raversed by virtual links since each virtual node is only assigned

o a substrate node. Similarly, two extended links terminating at

 substrate node cannot be traversed by virtual links since two

irtual nodes cannot be assigned to an identical substrate node.

ig. 3 illustrates the extended substrate network for the substrate

etwork shown in Fig. 1 (b), when the virtual network in Fig. 1 (a)

s requested. The VNE solution shown in Fig. 1 (c) allocates virtual

inks to four extended links en1 - sn6, en2 - sn1, en3 - sn3 , and en6 - sn7 .

Table 2 defines the notations for constants and sets used in the

nteger programming model, and Table 3 defines the notations for

he variables. The constraints in the model are given as follows.

irst, the following constraints hold as the route preservation rule
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Fig. 3. Example of extended substrate network. 

Table 2 

Notations for constants and sets. 

Notation Definition 

l Link. 

SL Set of substrate links. 

EL Set of extended links. 

n Node. 

SN Set of substrate nodes. 

EN Set of extended nodes. 

Inout ( n ) Set of incoming and outgoing links to and from node n . 

vnet Existing virtual network. 

VNet Set of existing virtual networks. 

pr Priority class. 

Pr Set of priority classes. 

EQ pr, vnet ( l ) Binary number indicating whether at least one virtual link 

belonging to the priority class pr traverses the substrate link 

l in the existing virtual network vnet ( = 1) or not ( = 0). 

EQ1 vnet ( l ) Binary number indicating whether at least one virtual link 

traverses the substrate link l in the existing virtual network 

vnet ( = 1) or not ( = 0). 

EQ2 vnet ( l ) Binary number indicating whether multiple virtual links 

belonging to the different priority classes traverse the 

substrate link l in the existing virtual network vnet ( = 1) or 

not ( = 0). 

ENQ pr, vnet ( l ) Binary number indicating whether only virtual links belonging 

to the priority class pr traverses the substrate link l in the 

existing virtual network vnet ( = 1) or not ( = 0). 

EQ pr, vnet ( n ) Binary number indicating whether at least one service 

component belonging to the priority class pr is executed in 

the substrate node n in the existing virtual network vnet 

( = 1) or not ( = 0). 

EQ1 vnet ( n ) Binary number indicating whether at least one service 

component is executed in the substrate node n in the 

existing virtual network vnet ( = 1) or not ( = 0). 

EQ2 vnet ( n ) Binary number indicating whether multiple service 

components belonging to the different priority classes are 

executed in the substrate node n in the existing virtual 

network vnet ( = 1) or not ( = 0). 

ENQ pr, vnet ( n ) Binary number indicating whether only service components 

belonging to the priority class pr are executed in the 

substrate node n in the existing virtual network vnet ( = 1) or 

not ( = 0). 

Vl Virtual link in the requested virtual network. 

VL Set of virtual links in the requested virtual network. 

VL ( pr ) Set of virtual links belonging to the priority class pr in the 

requested virtual network. 

s ( vl ) Extended node for the virtual node from which the virtual link 

vl starts. 

d ( vl ) Extended node for the virtual node to which the virtual link vl 

terminates. 

A Constant with a sufficiently large value. 

 

Table 3 

Notations for variables. 

Notation Definition 

X vl, l Binary variable indicating whether a virtual link vl in the 

requested virtual network traverses the substrate or 

extended link l ( = 1) or not ( = 0). 

Y vl, n Binary variable indicating whether a virtual link vl in the 

requested virtual network passes through the substrate node 

n ( = 1) or not ( = 0). 

Z l Binary variable indicating whether a virtual link in the 

requested virtual network traverses the extended link l ( = 1) 

or not ( = 0). 

Q pr ( l ) Binary variable indicating whether at least one virtual link 

belonging to the priority class pr traverses the substrate link 

l in the requested virtual network ( = 1) or not ( = 0). 

Q1 ( l ) Binary variable indicating whether at least one virtual link 

traverses the substrate link l in the requested virtual 

network ( = 1) or not ( = 0). 

Q2 ( l ) Binary variable indicating whether multiple virtual links 

belonging to the different priority classes traverse the 

substrate link l in the requested virtual network ( = 1) or not 

( = 0). 

NQ pr ( l ) Binary variable indicating whether only virtual links belonging 

to the priority class pr traverses the substrate link l in the 

requested virtual network ( = 1) or not ( = 0). 

Q pr ( n ) Binary variable indicating whether at least one service 

component belonging to the priority class pr is executed in 

the substrate node n in the requested virtual network ( = 1) 

or not ( = 0). 

Q1 ( n ) Binary variable indicating whether at least one service 

component is executed in the substrate node n in the 

requested virtual network ( = 1) or not ( = 0). 

Q2 ( n ) Binary variable indicating whether multiple service 

components belonging to the different priority classes are 

executed in the substrate node n in the requested virtual 

network ( = 1) or not ( = 0). 

NQ pr ( n ) Binary variable indicating whether only service components 

belonging to the priority class pr are executed in the 

substrate node n in the requested virtual network ( = 1) or 

not ( = 0). 

NNQ pr ( l ) Binary variable indicating whether only virtual links belonging 

to the priority class pr traverses the substrate link l in one of 

the existing and requested virtual networks ( = 1) or not ( = 0). 

NNQ pr ( n ) Binary variable indicating whether only service components 

belonging to the priority class pr are executed in the 

substrate node n in one of the existing and requested virtual 

networks ( = 1) or not ( = 0). 
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for each virtual link: 

∀ v l ∈ V L ∑ 

l∈ Inout(s (v l)) 
X v l, l = 1 ; ∑ 

l∈ Inout(d(v l)) 
X v l, l = 1 ;∑ 

l∈ Inout(n ) 

X v l, l = 2 × Y v l, n ; ∀ n ∈ SN 

(5)
The following constraint holds from the definition of the vari-

ble Z l : 

A × (1 − Zl ) + 1 ≤
∑ 

v l ∈ V L 
X v l, l ≤ A × Zl ; ∀ l ∈ EL (6)

Since each virtual node is assigned to one substrate node and

nly one virtual node is assigned to each substrate node, the fol-

owing constraint holds: ∑ 

∈ Inout(n ) ∩ EL 

Zl ≤ 1 ;∀ n ∈ SN ∪ EN (7)

From the definition of the variables Q pr ( l ), Q1 ( l ), Q2 ( l ), and

Q pr ( l ), the following constraints hold for each substrate link: 

A × (1 − Q pr (l)) + 1 ≤ ∑ 

v l ∈ V L ( pr ) 

X v l, l ≤ A × Q pr (l) ;
∀ pr ∈ P r, ∀ l ∈ SL 

(8a)

A × (1 − Q1 (l)) + 1 ≤
∑ 

pr ∈ Pr 

Q pr (l) ≤ A × Q1 (l) ; ∀ l ∈ SL 

(9a)

A × (1 − Q2 (l)) + 1 ≤
∑ 

pr ∈ Pr 

Q pr (l) − 1 ≤ A × Q2 (l) ; ∀ l ∈ SL 

(10a)
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( Q1 (l) − Q2 (l)) + Q pr (l) − 1 ≤ NQ pr (l) ; ∀ l ∈ SL (11a)

Similar constraints hold for each substrate node: 

A × (1 − Q pr (n )) + 1 ≤
∑ 

v l ∈ V L ( pr ) 

∑ 

l∈ Inout (n ) ∩ EL 

X v l, l ≤ A × Q pr (n ) ;

∀ pr ∈ P r, ∀ n ∈ SN (8b) 

A × (1 − Q1 (n )) + 1 ≤
∑ 

pr ∈ Pr 

Q pr (n ) ≤ A × Q1 (n ) ; ∀ n ∈ SN 

(9b) 

A × (1 −Q2 (n )) + 1 ≤
∑ 

pr ∈ Pr 

Q pr (n ) −1 ≤ A × Q2 (n ) ; ∀ n ∈ SN 

(10b) 

( Q1 (n ) − Q2 (n )) + Q pr (n ) − 1 ≤ NQ pr (n ) ; ∀ n ∈ SN (11b)

The objective function to be minimized is the total amount of

ubstrate resources required. First, the traffic volume on a substrate

ink due to virtual link vl is denoted by TL vl , and the traffic volume

n a substrate node due to one of two service components for vir-

ual link vl is denoted by TN vl . When the requested virtual network

hares no bandwidth of substrate link l with the existing virtual

etworks, the required bandwidth of substrate link l due to the

ggregated traffic volume T l from the requested virtual network is

iven by expressions ( 2 ) and ( 3 ) as follows: 

l = T l + kl σ ( T l ) 

= 

∑ 

v l ∈ V L 
T L v l X v l, l + 

∑ 

v l ∈ V L k v l T L v l X v l, l ∑ 

v l ∈ V L T L v l X v l, l 

√ ∑ 

v l ∈ V L 
σ 2 ( T L v l ) X v l, l 

When the requested virtual network shares no capacity of sub-

trate node n with the existing virtual networks, the required ca-

acity of substrate node n due to the aggregated traffic volume T n 
rom the requested virtual network is given by expressions ( 2 ) and

 3 ): 

n = T n + kn σ ( T n ) 

= 

∑ 

v l ∈ V L 
T Nv l 

(∑ 

l∈ Inout (n ) ∩ EL 
X v l, l 

)

+ 

∑ 

v l ∈ V L k v l T Nv l 
(∑ 

l∈ Inout (n ) ∩ EL X v l, l 
)

∑ 

v l ∈ V L T Nv l 
(∑ 

l∈ Inout (n ) ∩ EL X v l, l 
)

×
√ ∑ 

v l ∈ V L 
σ 2 ( T Nv l ) 

(∑ 

l∈ Inout (n ) ∩ EL 
X v l, l 

)
When existing virtual network vnet shares no bandwidth of

ubstrate link l with the other virtual networks, the required band-

idth due to the traffic volume T vnet,l from vnet is denoted by

 vnet,l . When substrate link bandwidth sharing among multiple vir-

ual networks is achieved according to the policy explained in

ection 3.3 , the required bandwidth of substrate link l due to the

otal traffic volume from the existing and requested virtual net-

orks can be formulated using expressions ( 2 ) and ( 4 ) as follows: 

 Bl = 

∑ 

v net ∈ V Net 

B v net, lEQ2 v net (l) + BlQ2 (l) 

+ 

∑ 

pr ∈ Pr 

{ ∑ 

v net ∈ V Net 

T v net, l ENQ pr (l) + T l NQ pr (l) 

+ kpr, l 

√ ∑ 

v net ∈ V Net 

σ 2 ( T v net, l ) ENQ pr (l) + σ 2 ( T l ) NQ pr (l) 

}

In the above expression, the first term on the right side in-

icates the required bandwidth for the existing virtual networks

hat share no bandwidth with the other virtual networks. The sec-

nd term indicates the required bandwidth for the requested vir-

ual network when the requested virtual network shares no band-

idth with the existing virtual networks. The third term indicates

he required bandwidth for the existing and requested virtual net-

orks that share substrate link bandwidth amongst each other. The

hird term sums the required bandwidth for the existing and re-

uested virtual networks where only virtual links belonging to pri-

rity class pr traverse the substrate link l . The value of k pr,l is for-

ulated using expression ( 3 ) as follows: 

pr, l = 

∑ 

v net ∈ V Net k v net, l T v net, l ENQ pr (l) + kl T l NQ pr (l) ∑ 

v net ∈ V Net T v net, l ENQ pr (l) + T l NQ pr (l) 

Likewise, the capacity required due to the traffic volume T vnet,n 

rom existing virtual network vnet is denoted by B vnet,n when vnet

hares no capacity of substrate node n with the other virtual net-

orks. The required capacity of substrate node n due to the to-

al traffic volume from the existing and requested virtual networks

an be formulated using expressions ( 2 ) and ( 4 ) as follows, when

he substrate node capacity share among multiple virtual networks

s achieved according to the policy described in Section 3.3 : 

 Bn = 

∑ 

v net ∈ V Net 

B v net, nEQ2 v net (n ) + BnQ2 (n ) 

+ 

∑ 

pr ∈ Pr 

{ ∑ 

v net ∈ V Net 

T v net, n ENQ pr (n ) + T n NQ pr (n ) 

+ kpr, n 

√ ∑ 

v net ∈ V Net 

σ 2 ( T v net, n ) ENQ pr (n ) + σ 2 ( T n ) NQ pr (n ) 

}
The value of k pr,n is formulated using expression ( 3 ) as fol-

ows: 

pr, n = 

∑ 

v net ∈ V Net k v net, n T v net, n ENQ pr (n ) + kn T n NQ pr (n ) ∑ 

v net ∈ V Net T v net, n ENQ pr (n ) + T n NQ pr (n ) 

If the maximum bandwidth of each substrate link l and maxi-

um capacity of each substrate node n are restricted to MB l and

B n , additional constraints are necessary for the integer program-

ing model as follows: 

 B l ≤ MB l ; ∀ l ∈ SL (12a) 

 B n ≤ MB n ; ∀ n ∈ SN (12b)

Finally, the total amount of substrate resources required can be

ormulated as follows: 

b j1 = W 1 ×
∑ 

l∈ SL 

T Bl + W 2 ×
∑ 

n ∈ SN 

T Bn (13) 

In the above expression, the notations W1 and W2 indicate

eights for the substrate link resource and substrate node re-

ource. The above objective function is a nonlinear complex func-

ion and rarely converges to the minimum value. 

In this paper, a simpler linear objective function is introduced

o solve the VNE problem using an integer linear programming

ILP) model. Two kinds of variables NNQ pr ( l ) and NNQ pr ( n ) shown

n the bottom of Table 2 are further added to the model. From the

efinition of the variables, the following constraints hold for each

ubstrate link and substrate node: 

∀ pr ∈ Pr 

ENQpr , vnet ( l ) ≤ NNQpr ( l ) ; ∀ vnet ∈ VNet , ∀ l ∈ SL 

( Q 1 ( l ) − Q 2 ( l ) ) + Qpr ( l ) − 1 ≤ NNQpr ( l ) ; ∀ l ∈ SL 

(14a) 

∀ pr ∈ Pr 

ENQpr , vnet ( n ) ≤ NNQpr ( n ) ; ∀ vnet ∈ VNet , ∀ n ∈ SN 

( Q 1 ( n ) − Q 2 ( n ) ) + Qpr ( n ) − 1 ≤ NNQpr ( n ) ; ∀ n ∈ SN 

(14b) 
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Fig. 4. Outline of virtual network embedding procedure. 
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The linear objective function simply considers the substrate link

bandwidth shared among multiple virtual links of different prior-

ities within a virtual network and the substrate link bandwidth

shared among multiple virtual networks as a unit of substrate link

bandwidth. Likewise, the substrate node capacity shared among

multiple service components having different priorities within a

virtual node and the substrate node capacity shared among mul-

tiple virtual nodes are regarded as a unit of substrate node capac-

ity. This is equivalent to the region surrounded by the solid lines

in Fig. 2 always being counted as one unit of substrate resource.

For example, the amount of substrate resources is 2.0 in Fig. 2 (a),

and 1.0 in Fig. 2 (b) and (c). Then, the objective function to repre-

sent the total amount of substrate resources required is given as

follows: 

Ob j2 = W 1 ×
∑ 

l∈ SL 

{ ∑ 

v net ∈ V Net 

EQ2 v net (l) + Q2 (l) + 

∑ 

pr ∈ Pr 

N N Q pr (l) 

}

+ W 2 ×
∑ 

n ∈ SN 

{ ∑ 

v net ∈ V Net 

EQ2 v net (n ) + Q2 (n ) 

+ 

∑ 

pr ∈ Pr 

N N Q pr (n ) 

} 

; (15

Multiple embedded virtual networks utilize each unit of sub-

strate link bandwidth and substrate node capacity in an isolated

manner. Thus, the above objective function also reflects the vir-

tual network scheduling cost, i.e., the total number of queues for

scheduling the bandwidth utilization of each substrate link and the

capacity utilization of each substrate node by multiple embedded

virtual networks. For example, the weighted fair queuing mecha-

nism enables the above virtual network scheduling in each sub-

strate link and substrate node [26] . 

4. Heuristic virtual network embedding method 

Although the considered virtual network embedding (VNE)

problem can be formulated using the integer linear programming

(ILP) model with the objective function ( 15 ), solving the ILP model

still requires a large computational effort and it is only applica-

ble to small-scale networks. Thus, this section proposes a heuristic

method for the considered VNE problem. 

4.1. Procedure for virtual network embedding 

A novel heuristic VNE method based on the greedy approach is

proposed. The proposed VNE method prioritizes the virtual link as-

signment rather than the virtual node assignment since substrate

resource sharing among multiple virtual networks is more likely

to occur on the substrate link bandwidth. The proposed method

successively computes the optimum substrate path for each vir-

tual link in the requested virtual network, using the conventional

minimum-cost route algorithm [27] . The proposed method adjusts

the costs of the substrate links and substrate nodes every time it

computes the optimum substrate path for the considered virtual

link. The cost of a substrate link reflects the increase in the re-

quired substrate link bandwidth when the considered virtual link

traverses the substrate link. Likewise, the cost of a substrate node

reflects the increase in the required substrate node capacity when

the virtual node terminating the considered virtual link is assigned

to the substrate node. The optimum substrate path minimizes the

increase in the required amount of substrate link bandwidth and

substrate node capacity when the considered virtual link is as-

signed to it. 

Fig. 4 provides an outline of the VNE procedure for the pro-

posed heuristic method. A list of virtual links comprising the re-
uested virtual network is configured in step 1 and each virtual

ink is sequentially assigned to the optimum substrate path in

teps 2 through 17. First, a virtual link is randomly selected from

he list in step 3. The optimum substrate path for the selected vir-

ual link is computed in steps 4 through 15. In step 5, the costs of

ll the substrate links are calculated according to the states of the

ubstrate links. The state of a substrate link indicates how many

irtual links belonging to each priority class have already been as-

igned to the substrate link in each of the existing virtual networks

nd the requested virtual network. A list of pairs of candidate sub-

trate nodes for the two virtual nodes terminating the selected vir-

ual link is configured in step 6. Each virtual node can be assigned

o its central substrate node or one of the substrate nodes adja-

ent to the central substrate node. In step 6, the substrate nodes to

hich other virtual nodes are already assigned are excluded from

he candidate substrate nodes. If the considered virtual node has

lready been assigned to a substrate node, the candidate substrate

ode is fixed at the substrate node. Two substrate nodes forming

 pair of candidate substrate nodes must be different from each

ther. 

The optimum substrate path for the considered virtual link is

omputed in steps 7 through 15. First, a pair of candidate substrate

odes is randomly selected from the list in step 8. In step 9, the

inimum-cost substrate path between the selected pair of candi-

ate substrate nodes is computed. The cost of the selected pair

f candidate substrate nodes is calculated according to the states

f the candidate substrate nodes in step 10. The state of a sub-

trate node indicates the number of service components belong-

ng to each priority class that have already been assigned to the

ubstrate node in each of the existing virtual networks. The total

ost of the minimum-cost substrate path and the selected pair of

andidate substrate nodes is calculated in step 11. The cost of the

inimum-cost substrate path and the cost of the pair of candi-

ate substrate nodes may be summed using the weights for the

ubstrate link resource and the substrate node resource, respec-

ively. The combination of the minimum-cost substrate path and

air of candidate substrate nodes that achieves the least total cost

s memorized as the optimum substrate path in steps 12 through

4. Finally, the considered virtual link and the two virtual nodes at

oth ends are assigned to the optimum substrate path in step 16. 
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Fig. 5. Three cases for calculating substrate link cost. (a) Case where substrate link 

bandwidth sharing continues among the existing and requested virtual networks. 

(b) Case where substrate link bandwidth sharing becomes impossible among the 

existing and requested virtual networks. (c) Case where substrate link bandwidth 

sharing is continuously impossible among the existing and requested virtual net- 

works. 
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Since the computational complexity of the minimum-cost route

lgorithm is given by O ((| SL | + | SN |) log | SN |) [26] , the computa-

ional complexity of the proposed heuristic method is given by O

| VL | ( d + 1) 2 (| SL | + | SN |) log | SN |) in the worst case and a polyno-

ial order of the scales of the requested virtual network and sub-

trate network. Here, the symbols | SL | and | SN | denote the total

umbers of substrate links and substrate nodes, respectively. The

ymbol | VL | indicates the number of virtual links in the requested

irtual network and the symbol d represents the average node de-

ree in the substrate network. 

.2. Calculation of substrate resource cost 

Based on the greedy strategy, the cost of a substrate resource

s correlated with the increase in the required amount of substrate

esources due to assignment of the considered virtual link and vir-

ual node. The costs of all the substrate links are calculated accord-

ng to their states in step 5 of the VNE procedure shown in Fig. 4 .

he cost of each substrate link corresponds to the additional band-

idth resulting from the assignment of the considered virtual link.

he cost of the substrate link is set to a sufficiently large value

f the required bandwidth exceeds the given maximum bandwidth

ue to the assignment of the considered virtual link. Similarly, the

osts of the selected pair of candidate substrate nodes are calcu-

ated depending on their states in step 10 of the VNE procedure.

he cost of each candidate substrate node indicates the additional

apacity required to assign one of the two virtual nodes terminat-

ng the considered virtual link. The cost of the substrate node is

et to a sufficiently large value when the capacity required exceeds

he given maximum capacity due to the assignment of the virtual

ode. In contrast, the cost of the candidate substrate node is set

o zero when the virtual node has already been assigned to the

andidate substrate node. 

Fig. 5 shows how the substrate link cost is calculated for three 

ifferent cases. In Fig. 5 , the meanings of each region and each line

epicting the boundary of two regions are identical to those in Fig.

 . The total number of virtual links in the existing virtual networks

hat have shared the substrate link bandwidth with those in the

equested virtual network is denoted by the notation m0 . Further-

ore, the number of virtual links in the requested virtual network

hat have already been assigned to the considered substrate link is

enoted by the notation m1 . The first case shown in Fig. 5 (a) corre-

ponds to the state where only virtual links belonging to the same

riority class as the considered virtual link have been assigned to

he substrate link in the requested virtual network. In this case,

he requested virtual network can continue sharing the substrate

ink bandwidth with other virtual networks even if the considered

irtual link is assigned to the substrate link. The considered vir-

ual link can share the substrate link bandwidth with virtual links

 through m0 in the existing virtual networks and virtual links

0 + 1 through m0 + m1 in the requested virtual network. When

he traffic volume due to the existing virtual link i is indicated by

he notation T i and the traffic volume due to the considered vir-

ual link is indicated by the notation T , the substrate link cost ( C )

s calculated using expressions ( 2 ) and ( 3 ) as follows: 

 = T + 

(
k T + 

∑ m 0 + m 1 
i =1 ki T i 

T + 

∑ m 0 + m 1 
i =1 T i 

)√ 

σ 2 ( T ) + 

m 0 + m 1 ∑ 

i =1 

σ 2 ( T i ) 

−
(∑ m 0 + m 1 

i =1 ki T i ∑ m 0 + m 1 
i =1 T i 

)√ 

m 0 + m 1 ∑ 

i =1 

σ 2 ( T i ) (16) 

In the above expression, the first term indicates the increase

n the average part of the required substrate link bandwidth. The

econd/third terms correspond to the deviation part of the shared
ink bandwidth after/before the considered virtual link is assigned

o the substrate link. 

The second case shown in Fig. 5 (b) corresponds to the state

here only virtual links in an identical priority class, which is dif-

erent from the priority class for the considered virtual link, have

een assigned to the substrate link in the requested virtual net-

ork. Once the considered virtual link is assigned to the substrate

ink, it becomes impossible for the requested virtual network to

hare the substrate link bandwidth with other virtual networks.

irtual links 1 through m0 in the existing virtual networks and

irtual links m0 + 1 through m0 + m1 in the requested virtual net-

ork can continue sharing the substrate link bandwidth amongst

ach other unless the considered virtual link is assigned to the

ubstrate link. However, the considered virtual link can share the

ubstrate link bandwidth only with virtual links m0 + 1 through

0 + m1 in the requested virtual network if it is assigned to the

ubstrate link. Thus, the substrate link cost ( C ) in this case is given

y the following expression: 

 = T + 

(∑ m 0 
i =1 ki T i ∑ m 0 

i =1 T i 

)√ 

m 0 ∑ 

i =1 

σ 2 ( T i ) 

+ 

(
k T + 

∑ m 0 + m 1 
i = m 0 +1 ki T i 

T + 

∑ m 0 + m 1 
i = m 0 +1 T i 

)√ 

σ 2 ( T ) + 

m 0 + m 1 ∑ 

i = m 0 +1 

σ 2 ( T i ) 

−
(∑ m 0 + m 1 

i =1 ki T i ∑ m 0 + m 1 
i =1 T i 

)√ 

m 0 + m 1 ∑ 

i =1 

σ 2 ( T i ) (17) 
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Fig. 6. Two cases for calculating substrate node cost. (a) Case where the considered 

virtual node can share substrate node capacity with other existing virtual nodes. (b) 

Case where the considered virtual node cannot share substrate node capacity with 

the existing virtual nodes. 
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In the above expression, the first term indicates the increase

in the average part of the required substrate link bandwidth. The

second term corresponds to the deviation part of the substrate

link bandwidth required for the existing virtual networks that have

shared the substrate link bandwidth with the requested virtual

network prior to the assignment of the considered virtual link.

The third term corresponds to the deviation part of the substrate

link bandwidth required for the requested virtual network. The

last term indicates the deviation part of the substrate link band-

width that the existing and requested virtual networks have shared

amongst each other prior to the assignment of the considered vir-

tual link. 

The third case shown in Fig. 5 (c) corresponds to the state where

multiple virtual links in different priority classes have already been

assigned to the substrate link in the requested virtual network. In

this case, it is continuously impossible for the requested virtual

network to share the substrate link bandwidth with any of the

other virtual networks, even if the considered virtual link is as-

signed. The considered virtual link is able to share the substrate

link bandwidth only with virtual links 1 through m1 in the re-

quested virtual network when it is assigned to the substrate link.

In this case, the substrate link cost ( C ) can be calculated as fol-

lows: 

 = T + 

(
k T + 

∑ m 1 
i =1 ki T i 

T + 

∑ m 1 
i =1 T i 

)√ 

σ 2 ( T ) + 

m 1 ∑ 

i =1 

σ 2 ( T i ) 

−
(∑ m 1 

i =1 ki T i ∑ m 1 
i =1 T i 

)√ 

m 1 ∑ 

i =1 

σ 2 ( T i ) (18)

In the above expression, the first term indicates the increase

in the average part of the required substrate link bandwidth. The

second/third terms indicate the deviation part of the substrate link

bandwidth required for the requested virtual network after/before

the considered virtual link is assigned. If substrate link bandwidth

sharing is prohibited among multiple virtual networks and only

permitted within the identical virtual network, the substrate link

cost is always calculated using the above expression ( 18 ). When

the substrate link bandwidth is shared among no virtual links, the

substrate link cost is simply given by the required bandwidth for

the considered virtual link. 

Fig. 6 shows how the substrate node cost is calculated for two

different cases. Multiple service components may be executed on

the considered virtual node. The first case shown in Fig. 6 (a) indi-

cates the case where all the service components executed on the

considered virtual node belong to an identical priority class. In this

case, the considered virtual node can share the substrate node ca-

pacity with other existing virtual nodes where only the service

components in the same priority class are executed. In Fig. 6 (a),

service components m0 + 1 through m0 + m1 executed on the con-

sidered virtual node can share the substrate node capacity with

service components 1 through m0 executed on the existing virtual

nodes. When the traffic volume due to the service component i is

denoted by the notation T i , the substrate node cost ( C ) is calculated

using expressions ( 2 ) and ( 3 ) as follows: 

 = 

∑ m 0 + m 1 

i = m 0 +1 
T i + 

(∑ m 0 + m 1 
i =1 ki T i ∑ m 0 + m 1 

i =1 T i 

)√ 

m 0 + m 1 ∑ 

i =1 

σ 2 ( T i ) 

−
(∑ m 0 

i =1 ki T i ∑ m 0 
i =1 T i 

)√ 

m 0 ∑ 

i =1 

σ 2 ( T i ) (19)

In the above expression, the first term indicates the increase in

the average part of the required substrate node capacity. The sec-

ond/third terms correspond to the deviation part of the substrate
ode capacity shared after/before the considered virtual node is as-

igned to the substrate node. 

The second case in Fig. 6 (b) indicates where the considered vir-

ual node executes multiple service components belonging to dif-

erent priority classes. In this case, the considered virtual node

annot share the substrate node capacity with the other virtual

odes even if it is assigned to the substrate node. In Fig. 6 (b), ser-

ice components 1 through m1 executed on the considered virtual

ode cannot share the substrate node capacity with any of the ex-

sting service components. Thus, the substrate node cost ( C ) can be

alculated as follows: 

 = 

∑ m 1 

i =1 
T i + 

(∑ m 1 
i =1 ki T i ∑ m 1 

i =1 T i 

)√ 

m 1 ∑ 

i =1 

σ 2 ( T i ) (20)

In the above expression, the first and second terms indicate the

verage and deviation parts of the required substrate node capacity

or assigning the considered virtual node. If substrate node capac-

ty sharing is prohibited among multiple virtual nodes and only

ermitted within each virtual node, the substrate node cost is al-

ays calculated using the above expression ( 20 ). When the sub-

trate node capacity is not shared among any of the service com-

onents even within the same virtual node, the substrate node cost

s simply given by the total sum of the required substrate node ca-

acity for each service component in the considered virtual node. 

. Evaluation of virtual network embedding 

This section verifies the effectiveness of the proposed virtual

etwork embedding (VNE) method using computer simulation. The

otal amount of substrate resources required is evaluated to esti-

ate the effect of substrate resource sharing among multiple pri-

rity classes and multiple virtual networks. The required amounts

f substrate resources in the following three cases are evaluated

ssuming that the bandwidth in all the substrate links and capac-

ty in all the substrate nodes are unlimited. If the amounts of those

ubstrate resources are restricted, the loss rate of the VNE requests

ncreases due to the increase in the required amount of substrate

esources estimated in this section. 

Case-1 : No virtual link or service component shares the sub-

trate resources with other virtual links or service components
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Table 4 

Simulation settings. 

Setting item Setting value 

Topology of substrate network Random (tree) network 

Total number of substrate nodes (| SN |) 20, 100, 150, 201 

Total number of substrate links (| SL |) 30, 150, 200, 250 

Distribution of number of virtual nodes Binomial distribution 

Average number of virtual nodes (| VN |) 6 , 9,12 

Probability that a virtual link exists between a pair 

of virtual nodes ( P ) 

0 .25, 0.50. 0.75 

Number of priority classes (| Pr |) 2, 4 (Each class 

specified evenly.) 

Arrival of virtual network requests Poisson process 

Average arrival rate of virtual network requests Variable parameter 

Lifetime of virtual networks Negative exponential 

distribution 

Average lifetime of virtual networks 1 .0 

Average traffic volume in each virtual link and 

service component ( T ) 

0 .5 

Standard deviation of traffic volume for each 

virtual link and service component ( σ ( T )) 

Constant 

Deviation part of substrate resource required for 

each virtual link and service component 

belonging to priority class pr ( k pr σ ( T )) 

0.8, 1.2 when | Pr | = 2, 

0.7, 0.9, 1.1, 1.3 when 

| Pr | = 4 

Weight for the substrate link bandwidth ( W1 ) 1 .0 

Weight for the substrate node capacity ( W2 ) 1 .0 

Transition state interval in one simulation 50 0 0 requests 

Stationary state interval in one simulation 10,0 0 0 requests 
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ven if they comprise the same virtual network. The required

mount of substrate resources can be calculated from the VNE re-

ult using just expression ( 4 ). 

Case-2 : Each virtual link or service component can share the

ubstrate resource with the other virtual links or service compo-

ents within the same virtual network even if they belong to dif-

erent priority classes. The required amount of substrate resources

an be calculated from the VNE result by applying expressions ( 2 )

nd ( 3 ) within each virtual network and expression ( 4 ) among the

ifferent virtual networks. 

Case-3 : Each virtual link or service component can share the

ubstrate resource with other virtual links or service components

ccording to the policy illustrated in Section 3.3 . The required

mount of substrate resources can be calculated from the VNE re-

ult according to expression ( 13 ). Furthermore, the virtual network

cheduling cost in this case can be calculated from the VNE result

sing expression ( 15 ). 

In comparison with Case-1 , substrate resource sharing is

chieved among multiple priority classes within each virtual net-

ork in Case-2 . In comparison with Case-2 , substrate resource shar-

ng can be also achieved between multiple virtual networks in

ase-3 . 

.1. Simulation settings 

The simulation experiments aim to assess the effect of substrate

esource sharing among multiple priority classes and multiple vir-

ual networks. Table 4 summarizes the settings for the simulation

xperiments. Random networks are considered to be the topology

f the substrate networks [28] . In the random networks, a link is

equentially configured between each pair of nodes at the same

robability. When random tree networks are considered to be the

opology of the substrate networks, a substrate link is sequentially

onfigured between each pair of substrate nodes at the same prob-

bility under the condition that the addition of the new substrate

ink can avoid loop occurrence. Generation of the random networks

s repeated until a connected graph is obtained as the topology of

he substrate network. 

The number of virtual nodes in each requested virtual network

ollows a binomial distribution. The number of virtual nodes is
ore than one and less than or equal to the total number of sub-

trate nodes. This means that the probability of the number of vir-

ual nodes being vn ( > 1) can be given by the following expres-

ion: 

P ( v n ) = P ′ ( v n ) / 
∑ | SN| 

v n ′ =2 
P ′ 

(
v n 

′ )
 

′ ( v n ) = | SN| C v n ( | V N| / | SN| ) v n ( 1 . 0 − | V N| / | SN| ) | SN| −v n 
(21) 

In the above expression, the notations | SN | and | VN | indicate the

otal number of substrate nodes and the average number of virtual

odes in each requested virtual network. A virtual link connects a

air of virtual nodes at a given probability P . However, each vir-

ual node must be connected with at least one of the other virtual

odes using a virtual link. This means that the topology of the vir-

ual networks is given by the connected random graph as with the

ubstrate networks. Each priority class is evenly specified for each

irtual link and pair of service components at both sides of the vir-

ual link. The arrival of VNE requests follows the Poisson process

nd the lifetime of virtual networks follows a negative exponential

istribution. Since the average lifetime of virtual networks is set at

.0, the arrival rate of VNE requests is equal to the average number

f virtual networks embedded simultaneously. 

For simplicity, the average traffic volume T is assumed to be

.5 in every virtual link and service component, and the standard

eviation of the traffic volume σ (T) is also identical in every vir-

ual link and service component. Furthermore, the deviation part

f the required amount of substrate resources k pr σ (T) is identical

n every virtual link and service component belonging to the same

riority class pr , and is given as shown in Table 4 . When the num-

er of priority classes is two, the deviation part is 0.8 in the low

riority class and 1.2 in the high priority class. When the number

f priority classes is four, the deviation part increases from 0.7 in

he lowest priority class to 1.3 in the highest priority class. Then,

he amount of substrate resources required for a set of m virtual

inks or service components that involves m pr virtual links or ser-

ice components of each priority class pr is derived from expres-

ions ( 2 ) and ( 3 ) as follows, when those m virtual links or service

omponents share the substrate resource with each other: 

 = 0 . 5 m + 

∑ 

pr 

( kpr σ (T ) × √ 

mpr ) (22)

Meanwhile, the amount of substrate resources required for a set

f m virtual links or service components is derived from expression

 4 ), when those m virtual links or service components cannot share

he substrate resource: 

 = 0 . 5 m + 

∑ 

pr 

( kpr σ (T ) × mpr ) (23)

It can be expected from expressions ( 22 ) and ( 23 ) that the ef-

ect of substrate resource sharing strengthens due to the increase

n the ratio of virtual links or service components belonging to

igher priority classes, although the total required amount of sub-

trate resources increases. However, the following simulation ex-

eriments specify the ratio such that the virtual links or service

omponents of each priority class are distributed equally in order

o estimate the effect of statistical multiplexing apart from the im-

act of the ratio. 

When the required amount of substrate resources is calculated,

oth the weights for the substrate link bandwidth W1 and sub-

trate node capacity W2 are set at 1.0. In each simulation, the ini-

ial interval for the first 50 0 0 virtual network requests is regarded

s the transition state. The following interval for 10,0 0 0 virtual

etwork requests is regarded as the stationary state and the statis-

ics required are collected from the measurement results during

he interval. 
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Fig. 7. Virtual network scheduling cost in Case-3 . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. Comparison of virtual network embedding methods. (a) Required amount of 

substrate resources in Case-1 . (b) Required amount of substrate resources in Case-2 . 

(c) Required amount of substrate resources in Case-3 . 
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5.2. Comparison of virtual network embedding methods 

In this subsection, four methods for VNE are compared. The first

method referred to as the “ILP model method” directly solves the

integer linear programming (ILP) model formulated in Section 3.4 .

The objective function is given by expression ( 15 ) from the per-

spective of the convergence to the optimum solution. This means

that the “ILP model method” can minimize the virtual network

scheduling cost in Case-3 . The second method referred to as the

“Heuristic method” is the one proposed in Section 4 , which aims

to minimize the required amount of substrate resources in Case-

3 . The third method referred to as the “Transformed heuristic

method” aims to minimize the required amount of substrate re-

sources in Case-2 based on the greedy approach. Although the

“Transformed heuristic method” also computes the minimum-cost

route for each virtual link repeatedly, the method always calculates

the cost of each substrate link and substrate node using expres-

sions ( 18 ) and ( 20 ), respectively. The last method referred to as

the “Minimum hop method” indicates the other heuristic method

where each virtual link is successively assigned to the substrate

path with the least number of hops. This method aims to mini-

mize the required amount of substrate resources in Case-1 . 

Fig. 7 shows the virtual network scheduling cost in Case-3 cal-

culated from the VNE result in each of the above four methods.

Solid lines indicate the total scheduling cost for all the substrate

links and substrate nodes, while, broken lines indicate a part of the

scheduling cost for all the substrate links. Fig. 7 shows the virtual

network scheduling cost averaged during the stationary state in-

terval in the simulation. The horizontal axis indicates the average

number of virtual networks embedded simultaneously. The num-

ber of priority classes (| Pr |) is two. Ten substrate networks with

20 substrate nodes and 30 substrate links are evaluated by exe-

cuting the simulation ten times, and the average values derived

from those ten substrate networks are plotted in Fig. 7 . The above

substrate networks represent the largest network scale for which

the “IP model method” can obtain the solution within a reasonable

time. The average number of virtual nodes is 6 and the probability

of virtual link existence is 0.5 in reference to the existing stud-

ies [5,12] . As shown in Fig. 7 , the “ILP model method” realizes the

optimum VNE that minimizes the virtual network scheduling cost

in Case-3 . Since the “Heuristic method” aims to minimize the re-

quired amount of substrate resources in Case-3 , it can accomplish

sub-optimum VNE with a virtual network scheduling cost in Case-3

that is slightly larger than the minimum cost. 
Fig. 8 shows the required amount of substrate resources in

ase-1, Case-2 , and Case-3 calculated from the VNE result in each

f the four VNE methods. Solid lines indicate the sum of the re-

uired amount of substrate link resources and substrate node re-

ources. Broken lines indicate only the required amount of sub-

trate link resources. Fig. 8 shows the required amount of substrate

esources averaged during the stationary state interval in the sim-
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Fig. 9. Effect of substrate resource sharing when the number of priority classes is 

two. (a) Average amount of substrate resources required. (b) Coefficient of variation 

in required substrate link bandwidth. 
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lation. The number of priority classes (| Pr |) is two. Ten substrate

etworks are identical to those in Fig. 7 , and the average values

erived from the ten substrate networks are plotted in Fig. 8 . The

verage number of virtual nodes and the probability of virtual link

xistence are also identical. Fig. 8 (a) shows the required amount of

ubstrate resources in Case-1 . In this case, the VNE that requires

he least amount of substrate resources is achieved by the “Min-

mum hop method”. Fig. 8 (b) shows the required amount of sub-

trate resources in Case-2 . In this case, the “Transformed heuristic

ethod” requires the least amount of substrate resources. Fig. 8 (c)

hows the required amount of substrate resources in Case-3 . In this

ase, the best VNE that requires the least amount of substrate re-

ources can be achieved by the “Heuristic method”. The best VNE

annot be attained by the “ILP model method” since this method

nly minimizes the virtual network scheduling cost in Case-3 . In all

hree cases, the difference between the required amounts of sub-

trate link resources is primarily responsible for the difference be-

ween the total amounts of substrate resources required in each

NE method. Furthermore, the required amount of substrate re-

ources increases approximately in proportion to the average num-

er of virtual networks embedded simultaneously. 

.3. Effect of substrate resource sharing 

Fig. 9 shows the results of the simulation, depicting the effect

f substrate resource sharing among multiple priority classes and
ultiple virtual networks. Fig. 9 evaluates the required amount

f substrate resources when the number of priority classes (| Pr |)

s two. Ten substrate networks with 100 substrate nodes and 150

ubstrate links are evaluated, and the average values derived from

hose ten substrate networks are plotted in Fig. 9 . The average

umber of virtual nodes is 6 and the probability of link existence

etween each pair of virtual nodes is 0.5. The required amounts of

ubstrate resources in Case-1, Case-2 , and Case-3 are derived from

he VNE results in the methods that aim to minimize the required

mount of substrate resources in Case-1, Case-2 , and Case-3 . This

eans that the required amounts of substrate resources in Case-1,

ase-2 , and Case-3 are calculated from the VNE results in the “Min-

mum hop method”, “Transformed heuristic method”, and “Heuris-

ic method”, respectively. 

Fig. 9 (a) shows the required amount of substrate resources av-

raged during the stationary state interval in the simulation. From

he comparison of Case-1 and Case-2 , the required amount of sub-

trate resources can be reduced due to substrate resource sharing

mong multiple priority classes within each virtual network. From

he comparison of Case-2 and Case-3 , substrate resource sharing

mong multiple virtual networks can further reduce the required

mount of substrate resources while achieving fair substrate re-

ource sharing according to the policy mentioned in Section 3.3 .

s shown in Fig. 9 (a), substrate resource sharing is primarily ef-

ective in reducing the required substrate link bandwidth, which

ndicates the saving of costly substrate link bandwidth. 

Fig. 9 (b) shows the coefficient of variation in the required band-

idth for each substrate link, which is averaged during the station-

ry state interval in the simulation. The coefficient of variation in

ase-2 is greater than that in Case-1 since substrate resource shar-

ng within each virtual network gathers multiple virtual links in a

irtual network into the same substrate link. In contrast, the coef-

cient of variation in Case-3 is less than that in Case-1 when many

irtual networks are simultaneously embedded into the substrate

etwork. This is because substrate resource sharing among multi-

le virtual networks distributes multiple virtual links belonging to

he different priority classes to the different substrate links. This

roperty becomes more significant when the average number of

mbedded virtual networks increases. 

Fig. 10 shows the required amount of substrate resources when

he number of priority classes (| Pr |) is four. The values of pa-

ameters pertaining to the substrate networks and the requested

irtual networks are identical to those in Fig. 9 . The required

mounts of substrate resources in Case-1, Case-2 , and Case-3 are

btained from the “Minimum hop method”, “Transformed heuristic

ethod”, and “Heuristic method”, respectively. Fig. 10 (a) shows the

equired amount of substrate resources averaged during the sta-

ionary state interval. The required amount of substrate resources

ecreases due to substrate resource sharing among multiple prior-

ty classes and multiple virtual networks. Substrate resource shar-

ng is primarily effective in reducing the required substrate link

andwidth. When the number of priority classes increases, less

irtual links of the same priority can be gathered into an identi-

al substrate link and virtual links in the different priority classes

an hardly be distributed to the different substrate links. Thus,

ubstrate resource sharing among multiple virtual networks be-

omes less effective due to the increase in the number of priority

lasses. Fig. 10 (b) show the coefficient of variation in the required

ubstrate link bandwidth. The coefficient of variation in Case-2 is

reater than that in Case-1 and the coefficient of variation in Case-

 is less than that in Case-1 . The coefficient of variation in Case-3

s slightly reduced when the number of priority classes increases.

his is because multiple virtual links belonging to the different pri-

rity classes are distributed more extensively due to the increase in

he number of priority classes. 
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Fig. 10. Effect of substrate resource sharing when the number of priority classes is 

four. (a) Average amount of substrate resources required. (b) Coefficient of variation 

in required substrate link bandwidth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11. Ratio of required substrate link bandwidth when topology of requested vir- 

tual networks varies. 
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5.4. Influence of topology in virtual and substrate networks 

Fig. 11 shows the simulation results that clarify the influence

of the topology in requested virtual networks. When the average

number of embedded virtual networks is small, the difference be-

tween the required amounts of substrate resources in Case-1, Case-

2 and Case-3 is negligible. Thus, Fig. 11 depicts the ratio of the re-

quired substrate link bandwidth in the three cases. In Fig. 11 , solid

lines indicate the ratio of the required substrate link bandwidth in

Case-3 to that in Case-2 and represent the effect of substrate link

bandwidth sharing among multiple virtual networks. The broken

lines indicate the ratio of the required substrate link bandwidth in

Case-2 to that in Case-1 and represent the effect of substrate link

bandwidth sharing among the different priority classes within each

virtual network. The required substrate link bandwidth in Case-1,

Case-2 , and Case-3 is calculated from the VNE results in the “Min-

imum hop method”, “Transformed heuristic method”, and “Heuris-

tic method”, respectively. Fig. 11 shows the ratios when the aver-

age number of virtual nodes (| VN |) and the probability of virtual

link existence ( P ) vary. The number of priority classes (| Pr |) is two.

In the substrate networks, the number of substrate nodes and the

number of substrate links are always 100 and 150, respectively. The

average values derived from ten substrate networks are plotted in

Fig. 11. 
As shown in Fig. 11 , the ratio of the required substrate link

andwidth in Case-2 to that in Case-1 can be reduced by the in-

rease in the probability of virtual link existence under the given

umber of virtual nodes and the increase in the average number of

irtual nodes under the given probability of virtual link existence.

his means that substrate link bandwidth sharing within each vir-

ual network becomes more effective as the number of virtual links

ncreases in each virtual network. If each virtual network includes

ore virtual links, the substrate link bandwidth can be shared

mong more virtual links comprising each of the virtual networks.

n contrast, the ratio of the required substrate link bandwidth in

ase-3 to that in Case-2 can be reduced due to the decrease in

he probability of virtual link existence under the given number

f virtual nodes and the decrease in the average number of vir-

ual nodes under the given probability of virtual link existence.

his means that substrate link bandwidth sharing among multiple

irtual networks can be achieved easily when the node degree in

he requested virtual networks decreases. If the requested virtual

etwork has a small node degree, it is easy to assign fewer virtual

inks starting from the same virtual node and belonging to differ-

nt priority classes to different outgoing substrate links. The effect

f substrate link bandwidth sharing among multiple virtual net-

orks becomes more significant as the average number of virtual

etworks embedded simultaneously increases. 

Fig. 12 shows the ratios when the number of substrate nodes

| SN |) and number of substrate links (| SL |) vary in the substrate

etworks. The number of priority classes (| Pr |) is two. The average

umber of virtual nodes is 6 and the probability of virtual link ex-

stence is 0.5 in the requested virtual networks. The average values

erived from ten substrate networks with the same numbers of

ubstrate nodes and substrate links are plotted in Fig. 12 . The bro-

en lines show that the substrate networks with a smaller node

egree strengthen the effect of substrate link bandwidth shar-

ng within each virtual network. Substrate link bandwidth sharing

mong multiple virtual links comprising each of the virtual net-

orks can often be achieved when the substrate path candidates

or the virtual links are restricted and overlapped as in the ran-

om tree topology (| SN | = 201, | SL | = 200). The solid lines show that

he substrate networks with a larger node degree strengthen the

ffect of substrate link bandwidth sharing among multiple virtual

etworks. A higher number of possible substrate paths is desirable

n order to distribute multiple virtual links belonging to the dif-

erent priority classes into the different substrate links. As shown
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Fig. 12. Ratio of required substrate link bandwidth when topology of substrate net- 

works varies. 
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n Fig. 12 , substrate link bandwidth sharing among multiple virtual

etworks again becomes more effective as the average number of

irtual networks embedded simultaneously increases. 

. Conclusions 

This paper formulated a novel virtual network embedding

VNE) problem and proposed a heuristic VNE method to mini-

ize the total amount of substrate resources when each virtual

etwork requires the substrate resources to be shared among its

ultiple priority classes. The extensive simulations clarified that

he proposed VNE method can maximize substrate resource shar-

ng among multiple virtual networks while satisfying the condition

or fair substrate resource sharing. This paper quantitatively esti-

ated the effect of substrate resource sharing within each virtual

etwork and among multiple virtual networks. Substrate resource

haring is primarily effective for reducing the required substrate

ink bandwidth, which means the costly physical link resources can

e saved. Substrate resource sharing among multiple virtual net-

orks is significant when the number of priority classes is small.

irtual networks including more virtual links and substrate net-

orks with a larger node degree are good candidates from the

erspective of substrate link resource sharing within each virtual

etwork. In contrast, virtual networks with smaller node degrees

nd substrate networks with a larger node degree are good can-

idates for substrate link resource sharing among multiple virtual

etworks. As the number of embedded virtual networks increases,

ubstrate resource sharing among multiple virtual networks be-

omes more effective for reducing the total required amount of

ubstrate resources. 
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